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ABSTRACT
While many datasets and approaches in ambient sound analysis use
weakly labeled data, the impact of weak labels on the performance in
comparison to strong labels remains unclear. Indeed, weakly labeled
data is usually used because it is too expensive to annotate every data
with a strong label and for some use cases strong labels are not sure
to give better results. Moreover, weak labels are usually mixed with
various other challenges like multilabels, unbalanced classes, over-
lapping events. In this paper, we formulate a supervised problem
which involves weak labels. We create a dataset that focuses on dif-
ference between strong and weak labels. We investigate the impact
of weak labels when training an embedding or an end-to-end classi-
fier. Different experimental scenarios are discussed to give insights
into which type of applications are most sensitive to weakly labeled
data.
Index Terms— weak labels, triplet loss, prototypical network,
audio tagging, audio embedding
1. INTRODUCTION
Sound carries a lot of information that can provide important in-
formation on our environment. In recent years, interest in ambient
sound analysis has grown in particular due to the numerous potential
applications [1]. Most of the current approaches rely heavily on an-
notations and complex classifiers. An alternative approach is to learn
an intermediate representation or embedding of the data that can al-
low for a better generalization, reduced training time and amount
of annotated data needed by separating the time consuming part of
learning the embedding from the training of the final classification
or regression. This approach has been used successfully in various
domains related to audio signal processing [2, 3].
Multiple attempts have been made in the particular domain of
ambient sound either relying only on audio [4–6] or co-training with
visualization [7]. However, these works are unsupervised or exploit
only a very limited amount of labeled data. Some supervised ap-
proaches have been proposed that can allow for exploiting annotated
data to learn embedding with a classifier that is later truncated [8]
or to learn the embedding using sampling methods like triplet net-
works [9] or prototypical networks [10]. Tokozume et. al [11] ex-
plained how embeddings can be learned by mixing two examples
and predicting the ratio of the mix. However it is not demonstrated
how these approach could be extended to weak labels.
Weakly labeled data is a recurrent problem in various appli-
cations [12, 13] including ambient sound analysis [14], as data is
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usually available but expensive to annotate. Since 2018, Detection
and Classification of Acoustic Scene and Events (DCASE) challenge
task 41 is providing weakly labeled data. As it is usually too expen-
sive to have enough strongly labeled data, it is a common choice
to annotate a sufficient amount of weakly labeled data. Weak labels
consist of indicating the presence of a label in a segment without any
information about the number of instances or their time localization
in the recording. This can be considered as introducing noise in the
labels as opposed to strong labels that can be considered as clean and
accurate labels.
Using weakly labeled data to get a sound event detection system,
which is the prediction of labels with their time localization in a
segment of audio, has been studied in the recent years [15–17]. A
common approach is to use multi instance learning [14] to predict
strong labels while training only on weak labels. The top performing
systems with DCASE task 4 used a mean-teacher model [18, 19].
However, from the reports, it is hard to analyze how much weakly
labeled data and the strongly labeled data is used for training and the
impact of this distribution on the performance.
Shah et al. [17] analyzed the impact of weak labels by using
Audioset [20] (which is already weakly labeled) and extended the
length of the 10 s segments to 30 s and 60 s to see how performance
are degraded. Audioset has the advantage of being real data, but the
counterpart is to pose multiple problems that are difficult to analyze
separately: multilabeled data, overlapping labels and weak labels.
Tokozume et. al [11] used data from UrbanSound8k [21] a syn-
thetic dataset composed of urban sounds extract from Freesound [22]
and verified by human annotators. The segments are mostly strongly
labeled and can last up to 4 s.
Other datasets are available, but to tackle the problem of weak
labels, we need strongly labeled data in longer recordings so we can
adjust how ”weak” we want the label to be. We want a single event
per recording in order to focus on the weakly labeled data problem
and avoid overlapping events, multilabel problems or unbalanced
classes. These problems could be added in further experiments. To
do so, we propose to create a synthetic dataset by combining an am-
bient sound events from Freesound with a background. This ap-
proach is directly inspired by the Desed synthetic dataset [23].
Our contributions in this paper are the formulation of the prob-
lem specific to supervised learning using weak labels for embed-
ding learning and tagging, and the experimental analysis using dif-
ferent embedding learning methods to not be dependent to a specific
method. The dataset and the code are available 2.
The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the different methods to learn embedding and predict
tags. Section 3 describes the dataset followed by section 4 describ-
ing the different experiments. Section 5 discusses the results and
conclusions are provided in section 6.
1http://dcase.community/challenge2019/task-sound-event-detection-in-
domestic-environments
2https://github.com/turpaultn/walle
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2. LEARNING EMBEDDINGS
Let C be a set of K classes. We have a dataset D = {(xi,yi)}Ni=1
where xi is a time-frequency representation of the input data and
yi = [ei1 , ..., eiK ] is a vector containing the labels with ek ∈ {0, 1}
indicating whether the sound event class k is present in the clip or
not. Our goal is to learn an embeddingE that can easily discriminate
the classes k ∈ C . The embedding model is followed by a classifier
G which performs audio tagging. That is detecting the sound event
classes that are present within an audio clip, regardless of the events
time boundaries. E and G can be trained jointly (end-to-end classi-
fier) or E can be trained separately from G (triplets or prototypical
network).
2.1. End-to-end classifier
In this scenario E and G are trained jointly to optimize a classi-
fication cost. As E is not trained to directly optimize a specific
cost function there is no explicit distance between the embeddings
learned. We optimize our model over its parameters θ to minimize
binary cross-entropy:
Lθ = min
θ
(−(yi log(Bθ(xi))+ (1−yi) log(1−Bθ(xi)))). (1)
where B is the concatenation of E and G and θ its parameters.
2.2. Triplet loss
For this model, we sample a triplet (xa,xp,xn) representing (an-
chor, positive, negative) where the anchor is an example from the
dataset, the positive is an example from the dataset with the same
label as the anchor and the negative is an example from the dataset
with a label different from that of the anchor. The aim of the triplet
loss [24] is to find meaningful embedding space of the data where
the anchor and the positive example closer than a negative example
and the anchor. The cost function we optimize is then:∑
xi∈D
[||Eφ(xai )− E(xpi )||22 − ||Eφ(xai )− E(xni )||22 + δ]+,
(2)
where φ are the trainable parameters of E,
[]
+
is the hinge loss,
||.||2 is the L2 norm and δ is the margin. The margin corresponds to
difference between the distance between the anchor and the negative
and the distance between the anchor and the positive (in the embed-
ding space). The larger the margin δ is the further the negative will
be. As this margin depends on distances between the embeddings,
in order for the margin to make sense the embeddings have to be
normalized before computing the distances.
2.3. Prototypical network
In a prototypical network, we sample the data in a batch in a specific
manner. Each batch contains examples from J classes, and we sam-
ple m points for each these class (In our case, J = K but it is not
mandatory). ms of the m points (xs,ys) are called support points
and will be used to generate a prototype of the class. The prototype
of each class is the mean vector of the embedded support points to
its class:
cj =
1
|Dj |
∑
(xs,ys)∈Dj
Eφ(xs) (3)
where Dj is the subset of the ms support points from the class j and
|Dj | is the number of support points from the class j.
Class DevTrain Valid Eval
Alarm/bell/ringing 178 12 63
Blender 89 9 27
Cat 78 10 26
Dishes 99 10 34
Dog 122 14 43
Electric shaver/toothbrush 51 5 17
Frying 56 8 17
Running water 59 9 20
Speech 117 11 47
Vacuum cleaner 64 10 20
Total 314 1378 2124
Table 1: Unique Freesound sound events used in each set
The remaining mq = m − ms points (xq,yq) are called the
queries and are used to adapt the model parameters. We try to assign
each of the xq to one of the J classes by comparing their embed-
ding to the prototype corresponding to each class. The loss function
optimized is the cross-entropy between a class label and the soft-
max over the distances between the embedding of query xq and the
prototypes.
2.4. Classification on the embeddings
Once the embeddings are learned with the triplet network or the pro-
totypical network, we can learn a classifierG from these embeddings
by optimizing the cross-netropy cost funtion defined in (1).
3. DATASET
The dataset used in this paper is inspired by the DESED dataset [23].
We created 10 s sound clips using foreground sound events from
the Freesound dataset [25,26] and backgrounds from SINS [27] and
MUSAN [28]. The synthetic data for training and validation use
the same foreground sound events and backgrounds as the DESED
synthetic development dataset. The sound clips in our evaluation
set use the same foreground sound events and backgrounds as the
evaluation set in DESED. Both the training set, the validation set
and the evaluation set are created using Scaper [29]. We further
make sure that the foreground sound events and the backgrounds do
not overlap between the training set and the validation set. Since we
want to focus on the problem of weak labels we create sound clips
with a single event and a SNR between the foreground sound event
and the background is uniformly drawn between 6 dB and 30 dB.
3.1. WAA dataset
We create a dataset with 2,700 files for training, 300 for validation
and 750 for evaluation. We called this dataset the weakly annota-
tions analysis (WAA) dataset. It is composed of the 10 sound event
classes of the DESED dataset. The number of unique Freesound
sound events used to generate this subset is presented in table 1.
Each of the subsets are balanced, so they have the same number of
clips for each class. The duration of the sound events within this sub-
set is constrained by the duration of the isolated sound event and the
position of the sound event onset within the clips (when the sound
event is possibly longer than the clip).
In Figure 1, we present the kernel density estimation of the du-
ration for each sound event class in the training set. We can iden-
tify 2 groups of sound event classes, one represents the short events
(Dishes, Speech, Alarm/bell/ringing, Dog, Cat) and the other one
represents long events (Blender, Electric shaver/toothbrush, Frying,
Vacuum cleaner, Running water). However, the duration still varies
within the groups. To mitigate these aspects we propose to consider
a fixed duration scenario.
3.1.1. WAA1: fixed sized segments
In this scenario, we assume that we know the labels, and divide
the sound clips into fixed-size segments that contains either the full
sound event or part of it when the event is long. The label associ-
ated with each segment then becomes weak when the sound event is
shorter than the segment. In order to keep a consistent subset size,
we keep only one segment per original file. When the segment length
is decreasing we are more confident that most of the frames within
the segment do actually contain the sound event. When the segment
duration is increasing it increases the number of frames where the
sound event is not present but the label still indicates it is present.
For this scenario, we use segments of 200 ms, 1 s and 10 s. As
most of the events are longer than 0.2 s the 200 ms subset is almost
like the strongly labeled set. The experiments using 1 s segments in-
troduce some weak labels for short sound events. When the segment
is increased to 10 s the number of labels that can be considered as
week is increasing too.
3.2. 200 ms dataset
In order to study the impact of the weak labels on the embedding
quality regardless of the event duration, we derived an additional
set from the original isolated sound events. To create this dataset,
we use the same association of foreground sound events and back-
ground files as in the WAA dataset. However, in this scenario, we we
limit the duration of the foreground sound events to 200 ms. In this
dataset, only 122 clips have a foreground event that lasts less than
200 ms. The distribution of sound events that are shorter than 200 ms
is as follows: 60 Dishes, 18 Speech, 18 Dog, 13 Alarm bell ringing,
10 Running water and 3 Cat. Therefore, even if we greatly reduced
the bias induced by sound event duration, there is still about 1
4
of the
Dishes events for which the models may exhibit a different behavior.
Fig. 1: KDE of the 10 classes used in the dataset.
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Feature extraction
The sound clips are mono-channel and sampled at 44,1 kHz, resam-
pled at 16 kHz. We then compute the short-time Fourier transform
on 25 ms windows with a step size of 10 ms. We finally compute
log-mel spectrograms features with 64 mel bands.
4.2. Model and parameters
Our embedding model E is a convolutional neural network (CNN)
with 4 layers. We average the output of the CNN along the time axis
to obtain a single embedding vector. When considering 1 s or 10 s
segments in input, the CNN is still applied to obtain embeddings
representing 200 ms that are then averaged over time to obtain an
embedding representing the whole segment. We consider averaging
for aggregation here as we want the approach to be extensible to the
multi-event case (which is not compatible with, e.g., a maximum-
based aggregation). The final output is a vector of dimension 130
regardless of the duration of the input clip.
The classifier G is a fully connected layer of size 32 with leaky
relu activations followed by an output layer of size 10 with sigmoid
activations which predicts the sound event class. Sigmoid is used to
be able to allow for an extension to the multi-label problem. The ar-
chitecture of the model (number of convolution layers, dropout, em-
bedding size, number of fully connected layers) has been optimized
on the end-to-end classifier with the Asynchronous Successive Halv-
ing Algorithm (the asynchronous version of Hyperband) [30], using
Orion3. We use the same architectures for all experiments.
4.3. Validation of the embeddings
When the embeddings are learned separately we perform early stop-
ping based on a measure related to the quality of the embeddings.
We propose a metric that relies the mean value of the embeddings
for each sound event class:
ck =
1
|Dk|
∑
(xi,yi)∈Dk
Eφ(xk) (4)
where Dk is the subset of D that contains the points (xi,yi) from
the class k and |Dk| is the number of points from the class k in D .
Note that this is similar to the prototypes (3) but computed on the
whole training set.
In order to measure the quality of an embedding, we then define
a metric that indicates for each example (xi,yi) if the closest center
ck is the center related to the sound event class that is present in the
sound clip:
F (xi) =
{
1, if argmink(||Eφ(xi)− ck||22) = argmaxk(yi)
0, otherwise
(5)
This measure is motivated by the fact that we want embeddings
which are grouped into separable clusters. Indeed, if every point
of each class is closer to the mean of its class, we should be able to
separate each class.
3https://github.com/Epistimio/orion
Method Training
time
Testing time
0.2 1.0 10.0
Classifier
0.2 45.8±2.9 29.6±1.7 3.7±0.5
1.0 44.2±1.8 47.4±3.2 12.7±2.4
10.0 39.8±1.9 49.3±3.2 36.7±3.8
Triplets
0.2 42.5±1.0 2.6±0.4 0.0±0.0
1.0 39.1±2.4 28.9±2.7 0.1±0.1
10.0 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0
Prototypes
0.2 41.2±3.5 9.4±2.7 0.0±0.0
1.0 38.8±1.8 36.1±2.1 1.1±1.3
10.0 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0
Table 2: F-measure results on the 200 ms dataset (in %)
5. RESULTS
It has to be noted that we describe 3 different methods to learn em-
beddings and perform sound event tagging. In this work, we do not
want to compare them in terms of absolute performance but we com-
pare their behavior relatively to weakly labeled data. In this section
we report the measure of the final classifier learned on the embed-
dings or the classifier itself to have an actual comparison. The metric
used in this work is a F-score measure. When having random pre-
dictions, since we are using a sigmoid output for each class, so the
model can predict a 0 for each class (no event), it is likely that the
model will actually not predict any class because the loss will be
smaller than predicting a random class. That is why it does not per-
form 10% as expected when we have 10 classes (this would be the
case if we were using a softmax output) but a F-score of 0% as you
will see in Tables 2 and 3.
We present the performance on the 200 ms dataset in Table 2.
Training the model with 200 ms clips (first line of each method), and
predicting aggregated embeddings of 1 s or 10 s containing back-
ground noise, does not work well. So, if we have a strongly labeled
training data and train a model on a good segmentation we cannot
expect to predict accurately labels on non segmented data. Training
the models on weakly labels data also has an impact even when we
test the models on already segmented data (first column of the table).
This impact is a lot more negative on the embeddings method using
sampling than the end-to-end classifier possibly because when using
clips that are longer than the actual event we are mostly learning em-
bedding for the background noise. On the other hand, training the
end-to-end classifier on 1 s clips actually improves the performance
when we test on 200 ms clips. This could be due to the noisy frames
acting as a regularization to the model which sees a limited number
of data (especially when we take short segments).
We present the performance on the WAA1 dataset in Table 3.
We can identify that for each of the models, training on 1 s clips and
testing on 1 s clips gives the best results. We can relate this result to
Figure 1. As we can see, the duration of most of the short sounds is
around 1 s so the bias introduced when training on 1 s clips remains
small. This is confirmed when comparing to the results presented
in Table 2. Indeed changing the duration of the training clips from
200 ms to 1 s and testing on 200 ms clips was degrading the per-
formance in the 200ms dataset because 9 frames out of 10 during
training were then containing noise. On the WAA dataset when we
Method Training
Time
Testing time
0.2 1.0 10.0
Classifier
0.2 45.8±2.9 49.0±4.1 26.8±3.1
1.0 46.9±1.2 57.5±2.5 38.0±1.9
10.0 40.2±2.0 54.2±0.7 51.0±2.3
Triplets
0.2 42.5±1.0 38.2±3.6 11.7±3.2
1.0 41.7±7.0 44.8±10.9 18.3±7.3
10.0 9.1±3.2 10.2±2.0 2.8±0.7
Prototypes
0.2 41.2±3.5 36.1±7.3 9.5±4.3
1.0 45.2±0.4 52.4±3.9 22.0±3.4
10.0 29.9±6.2 35.8±10.9 28.6±11.0
Table 3: F-measure results on the WAA1 dataset (in %)
test on 200 ms clips, training on 1 s performs at least as well as
training on 200 ms clips (triplets) and often performs event better
(end-to-end classifier and prototypes). This later aspect also indi-
cates that 200 ms is probably not long enough to accurately identify
the sound classes.
We can also assume that 1 s is sufficient to get enough infor-
mation about long events. When we train on 10 s clips, performance
with the embedding-based methods degrades severely while the end-
to-end classifier remains good predictions. Indeed, learning embed-
ding on longer clips becomes very complicated probably because
in most cases the clips then contain mostly noise. The embedding
learned at clip level are then probably closer to an embedding of the
background noise than from an embedding of a sound event class
that is hardly represented within the clip. The training of the classi-
fier on the other hand is based on a decision about the class present
in the clip. As the background noise is not a class then the classifier
cannot be biased towards this and remains more robust when loosing
segmentation.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the impact of learning embeddings for au-
dio tagging on weakly labeled data. We proposed two complemen-
tary datasets composed of synthetic sound clips. We showed that
weak labels degrade the performance slightly when using an end-
to-end classifier trained in a discriminative manner. Learning em-
beddings by sampling and comparing distances (protypical network,
triplet loss) is very sensitive to the bias introduced when using weak
labels (i.e., several frames within the clip actually do not contain the
sound event class but just some background). We observed that op-
eration on clips of small duration reduces this bias. However, the
amount of information contained in the clips can them become in-
sufficient to obtain an accurate sound tagging. We also shown that
using clips that are too long (both at training and test time) is intro-
ducing too much bias and that embedding-based methods then be-
come unreliable. This work could be extended by analyzing more in
detail the impact of the sound events duration. The work so far was
focused on clips with a single event but real scenarios often include
several sound events possibly overlapping. The impact of these as-
pects would also have to be investigated.
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